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Abstract: Games are everywhere. Billions of kids all over the world are playing entertaining games. At the same time each player enriches commercial marketing datasets from which marketing companies produce an optimal marketing campaign for specific geographical region and customer segment. All this is done in individual, national and global level. Unlike marketing, learning is a complex phenomena and it’s very challenging to produce instruments that connects single learning event into more general performance metrics. In this study we build higher level metrics for assessing pupils with games. The metrics is based Conceptual Change that is revealed by mining the game activities. In individual level we can point out the Zone of Proximal Development as well as anxiety and boredom. In Flow theory anxiety and boredom are consequence of unbalanced skills and competence. Finally, in gamified environments the Zone of Proximal Development can be seen as a parallel concept to Flow and so Flow can also be seen an indicator for learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Gamification is often defined as "the use of game design elements in non-game contexts" (e.g. Deterding, Sicart, Nacke, O'Hara & Dixon, 2011; Deterding, Björk, Nacke, Dixon & Lawley 2013). Groh (2012) extends the definition by separating the concept gamification from concept of serious games and playful interaction, and highlights the Flow -properties (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi 1991) of gamification: optimal challenge, clear goals, instant feedback and autonomy in play.

Gamification is applied in practice in various contexts: in designing engaging business software (e.g. Kumar 2013), effective logistics processes (e.g. Hense, Klevers, Sailer, Horenburg, Mandl, Günthner 2014), user experience design (e.g. Deterning & al. 2011) as well as personalized health solutions (e.g. McCallum 2012). Learning is one of the biggest domains in gamification, but when excluding serious games, there is less applications left. One of the most popular approaches are Badges (e.g. Hakulinen & Auvinen 2014), which can be seen as combination of game-like reward mechanism and competence recognition. The various national assessments most often focuses on evaluating pre-defined competences like adding with numbers 0-20, so badges can be seen similar measure.

In international level assessment performance measures, like Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) ranks the countries based on their educational system's performance. However, these activities are heavy to run: it requires years of work for thousands of people to collect, analyze and report the data. Furthermore, the results are always two years old when published and there are tens of missing countries. Finally, the biggest missing part is the understanding how to improve the system in national or individual level.

Gamified assessment can be seen partial answer to this: distribution of the assessment (i.e. games) can be done globally without any extra effort because of appstores: There are currently billions of kids who plays online games all over the world. When going online gaming type of measures, the data is always in real time and so enabling data driven management of education. Most important feature is the capability to give suggestions how to improve curriculum, tradition in teaching or learning materials in use. Furthermore, real time analytics enables individual level recommendations and adaptation in learning.
However, there are numerous challenges: unlike marketing, learning is a complex phenomena and it’s very challenging to produce instruments that connects single learning event into more general performance metrics. In this study we design higher level metrics based on Conceptual Change and Flow which are revealed by mining the game activities.

Flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi 1991) can be defined through it's observable factors: 1) clear goals and sub-goals, 2) real-time feedback that is relevant for receiving goals, 3) challenge is in balanced with person's skill level, 4) the feeling of being in control and 5) focused attention with maybe loss of self-consciousness. Although Flow is originally designed for sport-related activities, it has been successfully adopted to learning sciences for decades (e.g. Kiili 2005; Kiili 2007), especially from skill-challenge factor point of view (figure 1). However, the focused attention factor could be different between learning and sports. According to Tenenbaum (2001) activity's intensity affects on focus of attention. The research on sports has shown that when the physical workload increases, attention allocation shifts from dissociation to association (e.g. Tenenbaum & Connollya 2008; Hutchinsona & Tenenbaum 2007). This is challenging when combining sports and learning (Singlaira, Hingston & Masek 2007). When focusing only in learning, the focused attention is more related to motivation than loss of self-consciousness (e.g. Kiili & Ketamo 2007; Kiili, Ketamo & Kickmeier-Rust 2014).

Figure 1. Skill - Challenge factor of Flow Experience.

In terms of constructive psychology of learning, people actively construct their own knowledge through interaction with the environment and through reorganization of their mental structures. The key elements in learning are accommodation and assimilation. Accommodation describes an event when a learner figures out something new, which leads to a change in his/her mental conceptual structure. Assimilation describes events when a learner strengthens his/her mental conceptual structure by means of new relations (Mayer 2004).

Most learning theories rely on the assumption that concepts change through an enrichment of prior knowledge (Vosniadou, 2007). Conceptual change differs from these learning theories, because it cannot be achieved through additive mechanisms involving only the enrichment of pre-existing knowledge. In fact, the conceptual change approach emerged from an effort to explain the radical reorganization of conceptual knowledge and acquire an understanding of difficult concepts (Vosniadou, 2007). In other words, conceptual change can be seen as a radical accommodation process. Conceptual change has its roots in realm of science, but it is applicable to mathematics (Stafylidou & Vosniadou, 2004; Vosniadou & Verschaffel, 2004).

Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky 1962; Vygotsky 1978) describes conditions or limits where learner is capable to do/learn something on her/his own (figure 2). In this context boredom is related to tasks that are routine-type and non-challenging, while anxiety is related to activities that requires supervision to be completed.
The connective factor between Zone of Proximal Development, Conceptual Change and Flow is the balance between challenge and skills. The similarity of these concepts has been shown in previous research (Ketamo & Multisilta 2003; Ketamo 2003) in gamified environments we can 1) approximate challenge by measuring delays between activities in game play in short (e.g. 30sec) intervals and 2) approximate skills by measuring percentile share of correct answers during the same interval.

When the delays between activities in game play are short enough and the share of correct answers is low, a person can still learn something, even remarkable, new skills. In the same way, if the delays between activities in game play are long, but the share of correct answers is high, person is in conceptual change - mode. However, if delays between activities in game play are short and share of correct answers is high, the person is not learning anything new, she/he is doing routine-type of non-motivating tasks.
In general, behavior modeling has a decades background in educational technology: Neural and semantic networks, as well as genetic algorithms, are utilized to model a user's characteristics, profiles and patterns of behavior in order to support or challenge the performance of individuals. Behavior recording have been studied and used in the game industry for a good time. In all recent studies the level of behavior is limited, more or less, to observed patterns (e.g. Brusilovsky 2001; Houllette 2003; Bowling & al 2006; Bra & al 2013; Shyi-Ming & Po-Jui 2013).

In this study, user behavior, competence and learning is seen as Semantic (neural) network that is inductively taught by user. According to cognitive psychology of learning, our thinking is based on conceptual representations of our experiences and relations between these concepts. Phenomena when the mental structure change is called learning. The data mining and analytics are based on this semantic modeling. When all the skills and knowledge is recorded as semantic network, all the mining can be done in terms of network analysis. The novelty value of this study is in approach: to build games based technologies that enable easy inductive construction of intelligent and human like behaviors and so enables detailed analysis of learning achievements. Same kind of competence modeling, based on deductive learning theories, has been done by e.g. Biswas, Leelawong, Schwartz & Vye (2005).

Furthermore, we know that children are ready to do more work for their game characters than what they are ready to do for themselves (e.g. Chase & al. 2009). That's why we have developed games where game characters learn like humans do and children can take the role of a teacher. The framework and technology behind the games support detailed learning analytics and it provides real time analysis on learning process, difficulties in learning and challenges in curriculum.

**RESEARCH PROCEDURE**

In gamified environments the Zone of Proximal Development, Conceptual change and Flow can be seen as similar concepts. The aim of this study is to apply these three theories in order to build effective real-world solutions for gaming and learning industry.

The sample is collected with SmartKid Maths Online version, between 1.8. and 31.12.2013. This online version was targeted especially for school piloting, which helps us to make an assumption that most of the players were 1st and 2nd grade pupils. Only the players who had not completed at least 10% of the content (approximately 1.5 - 2 hours of game play on average) were included into this sample. This decision is done in order to ensure that all the included data is collected from pupils really played the game, not just tested or had a short period of use. The original research data is collected from more than 120 countries all over the world ($N_{original}$>300 000). However, the sample was ($N=49080$) was limited in order to make sure all data is absolutely anonymous. The final sample formation procedure is described in following paragraphs.

Because all collected data is completely anonymous, we can be sure only about the country that the data comes from. We can not guarantee that all the first grade players are really first grade pupils and so on. Furthermore, the nature of the game is that when player has completed kindergarten he/she continues to first grade. This means there are a lot of kindergarten pupils included in first grade data and a lot of first graders in second grade data. In this paper, we focus on describing the procedure and findings, so the sampling is not a problem, but when describing learning achievements and competences in details, this is maybe one of the most critical challenge to override.

In this paper, only countries with more than 1500 players were included in analysis. The final sample, 1000 pupils per country was randomly selected from all the data from the specific country. There were less than 2% differences in the results between three different random samples.

Furthermore, the sample was divided in 2 subgroups: casual players and hard gamers. Casual players were those who have completed more than 10% but less than 35% of the game. In other words those who have played 2-6 hours on average with several sessions. The hard gamers group consist of those completed more than 35% of the content. Some of them have played only 5 hours with extremely good performance, and some players have spent more than 100 hours with SmartKid Maths ending up a good performance.
However, most of the pupils who have played more than 35% of the content are kindergarten pupils who have played first grade content or first grade pupils who have played second grade content. When analyzing the results, we have to understand that what more levels player has opened, that more he/she had to face completely new topics.

In results section we have analysis from Finland, Sweden, United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Ireland, Malaysia, India, Latin America (as a group in order to reach defined n) and Australia.

RESEARCH MATERIALS

SmartKid Maths is a games based mathematics school for mobile, tablet and online users (figure 4). The biggest difference to other maths games is that in SmartKid Maths the player is teaching the computer, not vise versa. When the player is responsible for character’s mental development, he/she records also his/her mental conceptual structure during the gameplay.

Figure 4. Collection of screenshots from SmartKid Maths.

SmartKid Maths include all mathematics in US common core K-2 curriculum, which represents approximately 300-400 pages exercises in traditional books. In the game, there are 100 levels and one level represents approximately one school week, 3-5 pages of exercise book, in traditional school. SmartKid Maths covers the following Common Core topics:

Grade K: Counting and Cardinality
- Know number names and the count sequence.
- Count to tell the number of objects.
- Compare numbers.

Grade 1: Operations and Algebraic Thinking
- Understand and apply properties of operations and the relationship between addition and subtraction.
- Add and subtract within 20.
- Work with addition and subtraction equations.

Grade 2: Operations and Algebraic Thinking
- Represent and solve problems involving addition and subtraction.
- Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and division.
- Add and subtract within 100.
- Multiply and divide within 100.
- Work with equal groups of objects to gain foundations for multiplication.

One of our special focuses has been scientific proof of concept: We have shown educational outcomes as well as motivation towards teaching virtual pets: Under strict laboratory experiment settings, more than 60% of players increases their skills remarkably during the gameplay. The outcome in natural learning environment with possibility to longer gameplay is even greater: In fact, we have shown that the best outcome is achieved when there are enough breaks and informal discussions between game play.

When the player is responsible for character’s mental development, he/she records also his/her mental conceptual structure during the gameplay. The most important finding is that assessment done according to learning data collected during the gameplay correlates with assessment done with traditional paper tests: Taught conceptual structure is strongly related to paper tests score received after game play (0.4<r<0.7) with all tested content on mathematics and natural sciences. This is an important result in terms of reliability of
the game as assessment/evaluation instrument. Because of this, we can produce detailed diagnostic information about learning (Ketamo 2009, Ketamo & Kiili 2010, Ketamo 2011).

In the Math Elements every character is an agent/entity that contains all the taught knowledge as semantic network. That semantic network can be used to produce character behaviors, including reasoning, without connection to the original game or other characters (where the knowledge is recorded). Because of every agent is taught by individual person, each agent is different in skills. Furthermore, as stated before, the knowledge and behavior recorded in agent's semantic network correlates with players real world knowledge. All this together, the agents / game characters are ideal entities to run different simulations, which can be competitions as well as complex data mining procedures.

Teaching the character can be seen in terms of Inductive learning theories. The general idea behind Inductive learning theories is that we build our understanding by processing and connecting single concepts into large conceptual understanding piece by piece. Adding new concepts or modifying the existing conceptual structure is always based on previous learning and the context of learning. Because of that, both learning and mental conceptual structures are unique for everyone.

The key elements in learning are accommodation and assimilation. In following example, assimilation describes events when a learner strengthens his/her mental conceptual structure by means of new relations (figure 5) and accommodation describes an event when a learner figures out something radically new, which leads to a change in his/her mental conceptual structure (figure 6).

When child observes (figure 5) there are animals that lives in the water, do have a tail and they are swimming, he/she starts to construct conceptual understanding on fishes. Later he/she connects animals like salmon, pike and whale into fish -category or schema. The same goes with concept of mammals, but maybe in a different way by first recognizing cat, dog, horse, etc. Later child connects them as a group with properties like breathing an air, giving a birth and breast feeding.

![Figure 5](image.png)

Figure 5. Conceptual learning and assimilation process while learning the animals and their classification.

When child observers e.g. that whale do have more mammal properties than fish properties (figure 6) he/she figures out that whale belongs into mammals, no fishes. This phenomena is called conceptual change. While assimilation is phenomena on adding new concepts into our existing conceptual structure, accommodation describes more radical changes in our thinking. From learning point of view both phenomenas are important, but accommodation is far more difficult to observe, record or point out of data than assimilation. That's why most of existing studies focuses only on assimilation type of learning.
Figure 6. Accommodation process and conceptual change when learning the animals and their classification.

Figure 7. Child has learned that knowledge is not black and white, there are always confusing connections in conceptual understanding.

Furthermore, after several conceptual changes and confusing observations (figure 7) child will learn that knowledge is not black and white. All our understanding is based on complex set of concepts and their
relations and all concepts do have connections to several other concepts, properties and categories. Child will also learn that meaning of the concept is depending on context that concept is used. This kind of elastic conceptual structures are essential for further learning. If knowledge is learned as black and white rule based system, that blocks not only a great share of future learning opportunities but also capabilities on thinking out-of-the-box.

In SmartKid Maths, this theoretical framework is turned as game AI. The AI will learn like humans do: inductively case by case. Teaching is done in phase that consists of either a question creation and evaluation –pair or evaluation process for already known question. Each teaching phase adds new relations into the conceptual structure in the same way as described in figures 1-3. Accordingly, if the concept is not taught before, the new concept is also added into the conceptual structure during the teaching phase.

Inductive learning has been applied in Math Elements in a way where player teaches the character piece by piece in different learning contexts. While playing, the conceptual structure will grow to thousands of relations and a single teaching phase only has a limited effect on the areas of the conceptual structure already taught. Understanding this phenomenon is valuable when trying to correct a wrongly taught part of the conceptual structure. Naturally, wrong teaching could be corrected by teaching the correct structure enough times. The game AI uses all the taught information to back its decisions, and therefore it takes time to override the wrong relations in the agent’s conceptual structure.

RESULTS

Analytics outcomes of learning process can be used when developing national curricula or learning materials. When summarizing the individual game achievements (taught conceptual networks), schools and national level policy makers can receive analysis about learning achievements and competences in general level. They can apply this in order to develop their teaching instructions or formal curriculum. Our goal in this paper is not to rank countries, but to provide information that might be useful for developing the curriculum or classroom practices.

In this analysis we compare differences in understanding and applying the core concepts of numeracy:
1) count of objects
2) number symbol
3) place in number line

The game records all the events during the game play. First we identify how many has faced difficulties or have recorded misconceptions during the game play. After that we analyze who have override their previous difficulties when the level or game is completed.

In left side of all the tables 1-6 are percent shares of pupils who have mastered the content all the time during the game play (less than 5% misconceptions on any stage of the gameplay) and in right side percent shares of pupils who masters the content after the level or game is completed. The difference between these shares shows the effect of the game: what bigger share of the pupils masters the content after the game play, that better the game performs as a learning game.

In tables 1-3 we focus on casual players group (completed more than 10% but less than 35% of the game). When focusing only on conceptual level, we can see that the concept of number symbol is the easiest one. In other words, pupils recognize the written numbers and only relatively small share of pupils did have challenges in applying number symbols. The number line was the most difficult concept, but surprisingly also applying counts was more challenging as the number symbols. This phenomena is the same in all the countries.

When comparing countries, there are relatively big differences in percent shares of those mastering the content. We could easily find even statistically significant differences, but because our data collection and sample definitions were relatively superficial, we do not run any statistical analysis on this sample. The idea is to describe the method and report it's strengths and weaknesses.

Most of the differences can be explained with following two facts: 1) Kindergarten is started between 3 and 6 years of age, depending on country. This kind of difference in age obviously affects to performance in the game. 2) We know many kindergarten pupils played the first grade game, but we also know that in some
countries we had remarkably big sample from first and second grade. When doing random sample, the big share of second graders affects the sample.

Table 1: Mastering the concept of Number (as symbol) during and after the gameplay. Players who have played more than 10% but less than 35% of content are included in figure.

Table 2: Mastering the concept of Count during and after the gameplay. Players who have played more than 10% but less than 35% of content are included in figure.

Table 3: Mastering the concept of Number Line during and after the gameplay. Players who have played more than 10% but less than 35% of content are included in figure.

In tables 4-6 we focus on hard gamers group (completed more than 35% of the content). This group is very different to casual players group: In this group most of the players have completed content (levels) that goes far beyond their school literacy. In other words, kindergarten pupil who have played half of the first grade content belongs into this group. Furthermore, is seems the those pupils who have faced challenges during the game play and override the challenges did get kind of a Flow experience on this and therefore played a longer time than those who did not learn that much new during the game play.
From tables 4-6 we can read that this time the concept of count was the easiest one. This is mostly because of the tasks in the game: Concept of count was excluded from the most difficult tasks and so the pupils could not face that big challenges with counts.

Table 4: Mastering the concept of Number during and after the gameplay. Players who have played more than 35% of content are included in figure.

Table 5: Mastering the concept of Count during and after the gameplay. Players who have played more than 35% of content are included in figure.

Table 6: Mastering the concept of Number Line during and after the gameplay. Players who have played more than 35% of content are included in figure.

Learning is about changes in our understanding. Educational games in general are meant to provide good learning outcomes. This has been the most important goal for SmartKid Maths. When focusing on the right side of the tables 1-6 we can see that almost all of the pupils master the content after the gameplay, no matter how many didn't master the content before the game play.

This in not only because of the method and content. It is also because of game type of storytelling: When paying the games, kids are used to work hard in order to get the access to the next level. This goes also for SmartKid Maths. And before player could access the next level, he/she must have enough skill from previous
levels. The same don't go for school, where pupils can continue with next topic no matter how many basic skills they are missing. Because SmartKid Maths is designed to provide adaptive and personalized learning, it makes sure all the basics are learned before pupil are allowed to continue. In other word, when analyzing the latest performance, almost all pupils had got the basic numeracy skills during the game play. This gives a strong background to continue addition, subtraction, multiplication and divisions.

Table 7. Defining easily implementable ‘revising’, ‘learning’ and ‘new challenges’ indicators for game mechanics according to Conceptual Change and Zone of Proximal Development.

When coming back to Zone of Proximal Development and/or Conceptual Change in terms of game design, we can find a systematic pattern in game data (table 7). In table 7 each bar-set represents an archetype of level. When person already knows something, there is little change from beginning of the level to the end of the level. So we can determine, he/she is revising the topic. If player is hold too long in this mode, he/she will get bored. On the other hand, when there is a lot of change between the beginning of the level to the end of the level, the player has learned something new. In other words, we she/he found the Zone of Proximal development.

In case the level is not completed (table 7), we can determine player is either in learning -mode or maybe going to anxiety -mode. In this case, we can extend author’s old framework with this idea of revising (figure 8). If the player is moving towards revising -mode, all is ok. In case the time consumption is too high compared to improvement of players skills (required by the level), the player is in risk to fall in anxiety -mode.
Figure 8. Determining the ‘revising’, ‘learning’ and ‘new challenges’-modes according to time consumption and correctness of the conceptual structure (skills required before the level can be completed).

According to game data, we can say that players who have had a lot of conceptual change in their recorded playing behaviour, have played the game longer than those who did not receive such change. This result is parallel to author’s previous results about the relations between conceptual change and time used to play a learning game (Ketamo & Suominen 2010). We can not say that Conceptual Change increases Flow experience or vice versa, but we can claim Flow experience is an indicator (or enabler) for learning and learning is an indicator (or enabler) for Flow.

CONCLUSIONS

Flow has been studied for decades as an enabler for learning. According to previous studies we can clearly show the similarities between theories of Conceptual Change, Zone of Proximal Development and Flow. According to results of this study, we can not say that Conceptual Change, or being in Zone of Proximal Development, increases automatically Flow experience or vice versa, but we can claim Flow experience is an indicator (or enabler) for learning and learning is an indicator (or enabler) for Flow.

The results of this study is applicable in any game related to learning new skills or competences. The exact parameters for times and shares should be measured case-by-case for this framework, but that can be done with relatively small samples and adjusted on later stage when more data is available. The most important thing from architecture point of view is that the framework for learning analytics and adaptation is valid from the very beginning.
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